Abstract. The distributed OTDR measuring system based on correlation degree spectrum of UWFBGs is proposed. The traditional OTDR system uses a white light source to reduce the noise signal induced by the interference from multiple reflections between UWFBGs (reflectivity of each to be 0.1%), in addition we used the optical pulse with high extinction ratio (>40dB) to reduce the noise floor of OTDR trace, so that the large number (330) of the FBGs can be detected at the end of 850m due to the low noise floor. The spectrums of 330FBGs have been characterized with a high-precision tunable filter at the receiver end. By calculating the correlation degree of adjacent spectrum we improved SNR to 35dB. The wavelength shift accuracy is 3.2pm. The accuracy of measured temperature and strain are respectively 3.2and 0.32°C.
Introduction
The distributed OTDR measuring system is widely used in the civil infrastructure, industrial mechanism monitoring, intrusion detection due to its capability of high sensitivity and distributed measurement [1] [2] [3] . Furthermore, because of the high reflection ratio contrast to the Rayleigh backscattering, the UWFBGs emerge in both the phase-OTDR and traditional OTDR measuring system [4] [5] [6] [7] . In the OTDR system with fiber which is uniform medium, there is only Rayleigh backscattering through fiber, the inner intrinsic noise can be negligible. However, in the OTDR system with UWFBG, there are both Rayleigh backscattering and high reflection coefficient (0.1-1%) light of UWFBGs, and the medium is not uniform (what do you mean by medium is not uniform), then the optical route difference comes into being between adjacent UWFBGs. Once the distributed phase-OTDR sensing systems with UWFBGs use narrow line-width laser [4] [5] , the strong reflection light can propagate between two adjacent UWFBGs to generate intrinsic interference which may cause additional noise to eliminate SNR, and the number of UWFBGs or the length of fiber can be used are all decreased. Why is your proposed technique to overcome previous work limitation? What is the principle of your proposed technique to give better result?. That's why the distributed traditional OTDR sensing systems with UWFBGs mostly use broad band laser [6] [7] , and the number of UWFBGs or the length of fiber is much more than that in phase-OTDR system. What is the reason of the broadband source better than narrow band source for weak FBG comparing with optical fibers, which shows better result for phase OTDR rather than OTDR?
To the existing phase-OTDR measuring system with UWFBGs, the temperature can be measure with the resolution of 0.42K in the fiber length of 5 meters [8] ; the special resolution of 4m is obtained with frequency sweeping, but it only gives the frequency change without absolute amplitude [9] ; To the existing OTDR measuring system with UWFBGs, the wavelength resolution of 9.03pm and static strain resolution of 4.73uε can be achieved by using a dispersive unit to convert the wavelength shift into time-delay changes, and dispersive component is easy to be disturbed [6] [7] ; it can measure temperature with maximum deviation of 1.69°C and average error of 0.56°C by obtaining the intensity of reflection light, however the light intensity is not a stable factor [10] ; The temperature resolution of 0.11°C is achieved by optical route and CCD electric circuit, but the whole system is complex and expensive [11] . From all listed above, it is shown that the measuring accuracy, fiber length and system stability are all need to be improved.
In this paper, the distributed OTDR system with UWFBGs based on correlation degree spectrum is proposed. The reflection spectrum is the intrinsic features of UWFBGs, except the central wavelength and reflection intensity, other features aren't be effected by outer physical factors. Meanwhile, the structure of the OTDR system in this paper only adds one tunable filter contrast with traditional OTDR system [12] [13] , and only the relative parameters are needed during the measuring procedure. Hence, the measuring system based on this technique is more stable than other methods using special optical components [6] [7] . Moreover, the phase-OTDR systems with UWFBGs use the narrow line-width laser, there must be undesirable noise caused by interference among UWFBGs, which will eliminate the SNR of whole system. This view is discussed in section 2, and it hasn't seen the report about the comparison of SNR in 2 kinds of OTDR system with UWFBGs. Furthermore, with the curve fitting and the correlation degree spectrum algorithm, the improvement of SNR of reflection spectrum and the distributed multiple physical factors measurement are achieved.
Define the correlation degree spectrum and explain the advantage of correlation degree spectrum over other technique). Explain how this principle is explored. Why it works better than phase OTDR.
Since you are reporting temperature and strain measurement, explain your accuracy comparting with reported phase OTDR accuracy for temperature and strain measurement, as well as number of FBGs, and spatial resolution. The rest of the paper is organized as below: Section II describes the new distributed OTDR measuring system with tunable filter, the spectrum features of UWFBGs and gives the define of correlation degree spectrum(CDS). CW noise signals and SNR inner the UWFBGs is verified by experiment in section III. Section IV gives the performance analysis of the OTDR system with CDS. Section V is the conclusion.
Principle of correlation degree spectrum

Reflection spectrum of UWFBGs
The reflection spectrum sweeping experimental system is shown in Fig 1a. The -3dB bandwidth of broad band source is 2nm, and AFG coordinates EOM to modulate the broad band light to generate the pulse, whose width is 8ns and repetition is 1KHz. The length of UWFBGs is 810m, reflectivity is 0.1% and the interval between 2 UWFBGs is 2.5m. A TF is used at the receive end, and its wavelength resolution is 3.2/ pmmV . The central wavelengths of TF can be set in different wavelength within the range of reflection spectrum of UWFBGs, and the different wavelength position can cause different reflection intensity of UWFBGs, as shown in Fig 1b. Assume the central wavelength of the TF is set at 1551.168nm, once the UWFBG is affected by strain or temperature around, its bragg wavelength or reflection spectrum will shift within the range of 2nm, thence the intensity of UWFBG reflection signal outputting from TF will change consequently. Therefore, the whole reflection spectrum of every UWFBG in the same fiber can be obtained by using TF to sweep the range of broad band light source, through changing the voltage added on the TF consecutively. Table 1 . Choosing one spectrum profile as the reference, the other 9 ones are made correlation with the reference, then the worst one among the 9 correlation degree results is 99.34%. Hereafter, the fitting curve(black line) can be seen in Fig 6b  also , its function is Eq 1. Above the normalization amplitude 0.2, the correlation degree between Eq 6 and spectrum profiles exceeds 99.5%. Therefore, the spectrum profile of the total UWFBGs in one fiber can be considered the same in statistics. Eq 1 is used as the function of normalized reflection spectrum profile in this paper, the parameter a and b are changed according to the spectrum and 0 λ is the central wavelength. Curve fitting The TF is driven by periodic continuous voltage, and its central wavelength can sweep the whole sensing range back and forth. That's to say, every time the TF sweeps the sensing range, and find the peak intensity of UWFBGs at different positions, then the spectrum profile of all UWFBGs can be obtained and fitting them according to Eq(6). Therefore, the correlation degree between the spectrum profile of any UWFBG at time t and t-1 can be calculated, and the change of correlation degree will flow the change of the physical factors being measured.
The sweeping result of one UWFBG is displayed in Fig 3, at the position where wavelength is 1551.26nm, the spectrum profile has been swept 5 times and every dot in the spectrum is averaged 20 times. The black curve also is the fitting curve according to Eq(1), and red line has the same meaning as the green star line in Fig 2b. The SNR(signal-to-noise ratio) of the reflection spectrum after fitting is calculated according to Eq(2), I expresses the vector of signal after fitting, N I expresses the vector of raw signal after removing noise. Thence the SNR of reflection spectrum over 35dB is achieved. That means the measured displacement/ strain cannot be smaller than 3.2pm/3.2 uξ . Correlation degree spectrum
The correlation degree spectrum(CDS) is defined as the root of the overlapping area of two spectrum as the shadow part shown in Fig.4 . The spectrum is after fitting and normalized, and only the parts above 0.2 are needed. When no spectrum shift is generated(at original spectrum position), the CDS is maximum 6.73. When spectrum shift is caused by strain or temperature, the CDS decreases(at spectrum shift position1), until it equals 0(at spectrum shift position2). Therefore, the change of the strain or temperature is bigger, the value of CDS is smaller. Fig.4 Correlation degree spectrum
CW noise and SNR
In order to analyze quantitatively the performance of phase-OTDR and OTDR system with UWFBGs, the structure of experimental system is used shown in Fig. 1a . In phase-OTDR system, a laser source with linewidth of 200Khz(New Focus TLB-6600) is used. However, a broad band laser source(-3dB bandwidth is 2nm) is utilized in OTDR system. The experimental results of CW noise in phase-OTDR system and OTDR system both with UWFBGs are shown in Fig 5. The red line is synchronous signal of pulse, blue line is the trace of UWFBGs. In Fig.5a , suffered by the intrinsic interference, the CW noise in phase-OTDR trace can over 1v, which nearly equals the amplitude of UWFBGs signal it selves, and the SNR of the trace is about -2.49dB. However, the CW noise in OTDR trace shown in Fig.5b is only 250mv approximately, and the SNR of the trace is nearly 13.6dB. Therefore, once the number of UWFBGs is large, the phase-OTDR system with UWFBGs cannot work regularly. Under different peak power of injected pulse, the energy fluctuations in the whole trace are shown in Fig.6 . 0m means the begin of the fiber, 810m means the end of the fiber. Within the fiber, there are 3 fixed positions of 120m, 320m and 622.5m separately. The traces of OTDR system with UWFBGs are changed in the same trend with the peak power change of injected pulse, however the trace fluctuations of phase-OTDR system with UWFBGs are very disordered because of the inner intrinsic interference. 
Performance analysis
Sensing range and Spatial resolution
The -3dB and -6dB bandwidth of the broad band source are 2nm and 4.5nm separately, it means the range of the reflection spectrum of one UWFBG is within 4.5nm. Meanwhile, the distance from the position of the reflection spectrum to the edge of the broad band light spectrum is shorter, the intensity of the reflection light is smaller.
Spatial resolution is mainly decided by the pulse width, and the extreme condition that two adjacent UWFBGs experience opposite change of physical factors must be considered. The minimum interval L between two adjacent UWFBGs should be chosen to avoid overlap, and it is expressed as: (1), and the linear relationship between strain and correlation degree of spectrum profile is shown in Fig 7b. Only the area whose normalized amplitude higher than 0.2 is needed in one spectrum profile, any overlapping area below black amplitude line of 0.2 has no meanings. That's why the line in Fig 7b is discontinuous. A whole measuring procedure is made up of two turns. Specifically, in Fig 7a, the red spectrum profile is the original that without effect of strain, the other spectrum profiles with different colors indicate the procedure of wavelength shifting caused by strain. The overlapping areas among red and blue and green and black spectrum profiles are over the black amplitude line of 0.2, they belong to the first turn. However the overlapping area between red and yellow spectrum profiles is below the black amplitude line of 0.2, it belongs to the second turn. When the spectrum profile shifts to one position, where it's overlapping area with original red profile is zero, the first measuring turn is finished and the second turn begins, meanwhile it corresponds to the position of line hopping in Fig  7b. a Spectrum profiles b Relationship between strain and correlation degree spectrum Fig.7 Strain measurement When there is no strain is measured, the correlation degree is the maximum value 6.73. At the end of the first measuring turn, the measured strain is 187uξ , and the correlation degree is zero. In the sensing system, the CDS-strain coefficient is 0.116/ 3.2uξ . Fig 8 shows the results of changing the peak power of pulse, when the strain changes from 200 uξ to 250 uξ . It can be known that the amount of wavelength change and fluctuation of trace will be affected by peak power of pulse, that's to say the suitable power of pulse should be chosen to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the sensing system. On the other hand, the temperature sensing experiment is done in an incubator, the temperature is changed from 20 to 100°C, and the sensing result is shown in Fig 9. The whole sensing procedure is made up of 5 turns, and the temperature resolution is 0.32°C.
Conclusion
In summary, a distributed sensing system based on UWFBG's spectrum profile is depicted and verified by experiment. In the sensing procedure, only the relative change of two spectrum profile is needed, no absolute value is sensed. Therefore, the stability of the sensing system is reliable. Its sensing span is decided by the broad band light source, and the spatial resolution is depending on the pulse width and changing range of sensed physical factors. The accuracy of measuring strain and temperature can achieve 3.2uξ and 0.32°C, separately.
